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Short-term Effects of the Pandemic
on the Global Beauty Industry
The global economy is entering a recession now due to the impact
of COVID-19, and the beauty industry is not the exception.

A S i gn i fi c a n t F a l l in t he I n - s t o re Revenues
Amid COVID-19, the global beauty industry
has been witnessing a significant decline
in revenues and growth rate. According to
McKinsey's statistics, the global beauty industry
revenues could sink by 20-30% in 2020. The
scenario could be worse in the United States, up
to 35% down, if the COVID-19 returns later in the
year. In China, sales in February decreased by up
to 80%, compared to the same period last year.

Before the lockdown, brick-and-mortar stores
played a crucial role for most brands and retailers,
with up to 85% of beauty products bought in
stores. Even the most tech-savvy customers like
American Millennials and Gen Z, who were born
between 1980 and 1996, highly prefer testing
and buying directly at physical shops for beauty
and personal care products. More than half of
their purchases were made in stores before the
pandemic.
Within the isolation and closures of beauty
outlets, one-third of the beauty-industry market
halted. Some stores may never open any time
again soon, and the new openings will be
postponed to the following years.

Inev i tab le M ove t o O n l in e Sho p p ing
In response to the outbreak, a shift to the digital
shopping world is inevitable for brands, retailers,
and end-users, leading to double-digit growth
in e-commerce. McKinsey's research shows
that Sephora's US online sales were up by 30%
compared to the same period of 2019. Amazon
also reported a similar increase in its beautysector sales for the period between March and
April.

In China, online revenues of beauty products
have increased by 20-30% during the epidemic.
Companies like Shiseido and L'Oreal Group
have upgraded their digital platforms to provide
customers with a seamless online experience.

T h e g lo ba l beauty industry reve nues c ould si nk by 20 - 3 0 % i n 20 20
E-c o m m erce has expe rie nc ed a d oub le-d i gi t grow t h am i d t h e p and em i c .
Con s u m ers s howed more inte re st s i n ski nc are p rod uc t s over c olor c os m e t i c s
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Sales Have n o t F u l l y
B ou n ced B a c k Af t e r
R eop eni n g

Co ns umer s P refer red
Skinc a re P ro d uc t s t o Color
Co s met ic s

Although the lockdown is being lifted across
the countries with the reopening of businesses
and ease of border controls in some nations,
sales have not fully bounced back. Taking
China market as an example, most drugstores,
supermarkets, beauty-product retailers, and
department stores have slowly started operating
again since 13th March. Still, the traffic remains
dimmed, 9-43% down from the pre-pandemic
rates.

Given the circumstances of working from home,
social distancing, and mask-wearing in public
places, the consumers admit the less importance
and frequency of wearing color makeup and
fragrance. As a result, the purchasing volume
has declined by 55-75% (McKinsey). However,
eye makeup, including eyeshadow, eyeliner, and
mascara, is still on the rise thanks to the fact that
eyes can yet be seen even wearing the mask.

Mall-based stores even take longer to recover
fully. In the first quarter of 2020, 60% of large
malls in China reported a 30-70% fall in sales,
given the discounts and promotional tactics to
attract customers, based on McKinsey's research.

Mo n thl y beauty- produc t sale s
c o m pa red with 2 019, %
U S bea u ty industry

Since spending more time at home, customers
wanted to take care of their health and skin
better. Thus, skincare, hand care, hair care
products, and essential items like soap, shower
gel, and oral care remained largely resilient
and even increased during the COVID-19. In
the post-pandemic world, the perception of
beauty and skincare will continue evolving and
becoming parts of the health and wellness
sectors. Companies tend to help customers
reach their personal health goals, engagingly
and innovatively. Revieve’s market-leading skin
diagnosis capabilities along with an advanced
AI-recommendation engine not only deliver
hyper-personalized recommendation, but also
focus on health and wellness possbilities.

Source: McKinsey
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Long-term Effects of the Pandemic
on the Global Beauty Industry
Although the beauty industry may be relatively favorable than other consumer categories, 2020 will
still be one of the worst years we have ever “experienced”. However, we predict that the industry will
remain attractive in the long run. Since the coronavirus outbreak, beauty brands have been looking
for ways to maintain in-person customer engagement, with digital technology enabling them to
transfer consultations online.
The pandemic crisis has shown a substantial increase in online consumerism. Online stores of all sizes
benefit from the switch of consumer behavior to online shopping since customers are already wellpositioned to serve the increasing demand for goods and services. They still stand for comfort in the
simple pleasures of a “self-care necessities” or a swipe of lipstick before an online meeting.
Even before the pandemic, the beauty industry became more global and digital with the shift to wellbeing. In that sense, the COVID-19 crisis is not likely to change these uprising trends.
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E -Commerc e : T he Evo l u t i o n o f D ig it a l iza t io n
Digital phenomena continue to accelerate,
with direct-to-consumer brands websites,
entertaining social-media platforms, and
marketplaces becoming more vital. From
McKinsey's perspective, consumers are likely to
increase their online engagement and further
spending. Therefore, all brands will need to
rethink their marketing activities, prioritizing
digital channels to fulfill existing and new
customers' needs.

Moreover, the use of artificial intelligence &
testing, privacy and customization must be
taken into account since concerns about safety
and hygiene heavily affect product testing and
in-person consultations. The world is changing
rapidly, and as the coronavirus crisis has shown,
brands have to work on their product-innovation
and digital endeavor to go from product idea
to testing in less than a month. At present, the
need for speed and immediate results is even
greater.

The significant shift towards the digital world
caused by the virus outbreak might be resulted
in long-term transformations to consumer
behavior and channel sales of personal care and
beauty products, as more customers tend to
consume online. The omnichannel experiences
became the new force and have driven
the beauty market at a time of heightened
uncertainty, insecurity and anxiety.

In support of the presented arguments, Beauty
Survey (2019) conducted by Euromonitor has
shown that accelerating digital interactions
with customers is a critical factor in improving
brand loyalty and sales, especially in more
‘sensitive’ categories as skincare & cosmetics.
Beyond more traditional social media platforms,
beauty advertising, videos and live streaming on
Instagram and TikTok will be vital for engaging
the generation Z. Even in 2019, obtaining
product information, beauty tips or the latest
trends and information on product usage were
the top reasons for the usage of beauty apps
among consumers globally.

Source: McKinsey
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Upc omi n g Tre n ds i n t he B ea ut y & Wel l nes s I nd us t r y
According to Euromonitor’s survey, during the
post-COVID-19 pandemic, skincare will continue
to create a strong alignment with health,
therapeutics and overall wellness. Since the
perception of beauty has developed over the
years such as looking healthy, personal hygiene,
building confidence and self- esteem, the
“clean” to “conscious” movement in beauty will
be reinforced.
Based on the research, skincare products
considered as “clean” and therapeutic will benefit
as the move towards preventative skin health
exaggerates. Therefore, many opportunities
arise from the wellness movement, such as
preventing gut health and maintaining mental
well-being, including beauty routines. The
health-orientated approach will become even
more vital in a post-COVID-19 world.
Social distancing is the new mantra while going
out or interacting socially at the office. Masks
have already become a mandate, enforceable
by law in most countries. The same routine is
likely to happen with gloves. People are almost
getting sick about the use of sanitizers, social
distancing and hand-washing.

However, wellness and beauty will continue
to thrive as more people will need to “feel
and look good”. A new skincare product or a
relaxing therapy is always more than just a
physical makeover. It is a means to be more selfconfident, stay motivated, and get empowered
to take action. New routines like a home office
may initially “release” people from going to the
clothing stores, grooming and dressing up.

Thus, while home self-care is trending, AR &
AI technology, online makeup apps, online
bookings, self-check-ins, online payments,
and many such features will serve to eliminate
unnecessary touch-interactions. The Covid-19
crisis has the potential to change the customer
behavior and prioritize consumer health and
wellness in the long-term, potentially increasing
demand for skin health attributes, vitamins,
mental wellbeing, conscious beauty and inhome therapies.
According to National Real Estate Investor,
some cosmetic retail giants, such as Ulta
Beauty Inc. and Sephora, have found a whole
new way of doing business. Both retailers have
reopened stores under new safety regulations,
including virtual skin diagnosis, makeup trials,
no testers, masked employees, social distancing
and contactless checkout. Experts say these
restrictions pose some challenges.

Ski n ca re wi ll c o n ti n u e to c reate a strong alignm ent with health,
t herape u t i cs a n d overa l l wel lness
O n l i n e sa le s a nd s er v i c e c h annels are exp eriencing a massive t hr ive
in t raf f i c
Th e i n n ovati ve AR/AI s o l uti o ns have b een d om inating the m arke t
s in ce t h e outbrea k o f COV I D - 19
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T h e Secon d Wave S c e n a rio

Seize C OV ID - 19, Bec o m e the
D ig it a l Fro nt r unner s

In an NBC interview Dr. Anthony Fauci, director
of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, has shared his opinion about the
second wave of coronavirus infections that is
"unavoidable." He believes that the spread of
Covid-19 is not under control, even though it
will go down during the summer. He assumes
that we are likely to face the second wave, as it
will continue to spread with no chance it will be
eradicated.

For now, industries must act to enhance
their digital capabilities to improve customer
engagement and solidify retention. McKinsey
also thinks that brands have to optimize their
existing online activity by launching innovative
new channels. The "express digitization" has
been embarked by the government in Western
Europe, given quarantine-compensation claims
to companies that deal with a more than 100-fold
increase in volume. To support communication
and engagement with a customer, for example,
retailers in China gave products at-home themes
in WeChat.

Researchers support his statement and agree
that it's unlikely the pandemic will end this year.
For business owners, the main focus is shifting
toward the next wave of the crisis, where they
have to react fast and concentrate on new areas
of focus.

All brands must prepare to offer more of these
digital services, products and channels to reach
and maintain the online customers worldwide.
New AI/AR experiences will become the norm.
Customers want new innovative and reliable
virtual solutions that will enhance their online
experience. Revieve is currently implementing
new Cutting Edge Solutions: The Suncare
AdvisorTM & The Nutrition AdvisorTM to support
customers' holistic ‘self-care’ journey.

Es t i m at ed yea r -to -da te s a les , $ million
Year -ove r - yea r c ha n g e 2019-20 20, 4 week s end ing A p ril 11
Source: McKinsey
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The AI Skincare AdvisorTM
Powered by Revieve

ULTA Beauty has different specialty retail outlets in beauty across 10+ countries.
The group operates both physical stores and e-commerce websites for their retail
chain and has an annual revenue of USD 10bn+.

STA RTI NG P O IN T
ULTA Beauty recognized the importance of providing consumers with a personalized customer
experience for beauty with a focus on skincare. The goals for personalizing the beauty customer
experience for ULTA were the following:
•Provide consumers with a way to easily discover products suitable for them
•Position ULTA as a preferred retailer to drive skincare purchases
•Help increase conversion and transaction size from skincare customers
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SE LE CTIO N C RIT E R I A
In order to find the right solution provider to partner with, ULTA Beauty used the following selection
criteria:
•Technological Accuracy in Skin Analysis
•Solution provider flexibility and responsiveness
•Level of service offered by the solution provider
•Solution provider ability to produce a reliable and consistent service

THE SO LUT IO N
Based on the selection criteria, ULTA Beauty selected The AI Skincare AdvisorTM solution from Revieve
as the white-labeled personalized solution for their retail outlets. The solution includes advanced
mobile skin diagnostics, AI-driven automated product recommendations and the possibility to shop
online / in-store. Users can also receive recommendations through a traditional quiz. The solution
has the full ULTA inventory, which is enriched by Revieve database to deliver hyper-personalized
recommendations.

E NG AG E M EN T

RETENTION

C ONV ERSI O N

80%

30%

3.6x

Of customers complete
the
personalized
customer
experience
and
receive
personalized
product
recommendations from
The AI Skincare AdvisorTM

Of
monthly users for
the service are repeat
users,
demonstrating
the consistent value
generated
by
the
solution

Conversion from solution
users was 3.6x higher
than conversion from
regular e-commerce site
skincare customers

T H E S O LU T I O N GENERAT ED A 32 % IN CRE A S E IN THE AVE RAGE
SK I NCARE CUSTO ME R SHOPPIN G BA S KE T S IZE
“U LTA B ea uty is on a n eve r- en din g mission to reinvent th e beauty
re t a i l ex p e rie n ce wh ich in cludes h ow we c reate an d levera g e di g i t al
in n ova t i o n . Ou r par tn e rs h ip with Revieve is a g reat exam ple of h ow we
a re c rea t i n g d igital ex p e rie n ces to h elp guests f in d th e right skin c are
for t h e m i n an easy, fu n an d intera c tive way.”
Pra m a B h a tt , S e n ior Vice Pre sident of D ig ital & E- Com m erce
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Revieve: The Digital Health - Beauty - Wellness Platform
The discussion around inside-out-beauty will continue to accelerate. Since the outbreak of COVID-19,
consumers have begun to focus even more on making sure they are getting the right nutrients to support
a robust immune system and healthy glowing skin. In recent years, the beauty and wellness tandem
has grown rapidly—consumers have invested heavily in their overall well-being with treatments and
supplements that aren’t always priced accessible for the mass market. As we move into a post-pandemic
mindset, consumers will insist on easy-to-understand, mainstream solutions for their well-being.

The A R Ma keup Adv i s o r T M

The A I Sk incare Advisor T M

The AR Makeup AdvisorTM allows consumers to
“try” cosmetics before they buy through digital
makeup sampling and try-on features that are
visually engaging and fun to use. The technology
creates experiences across channels to deliver
personalized
makeup
recommendations
and tutorials based on user skin analysis and
individual characteristics.

The AI Skincare AdvisorTM combines advanced
selfie face mapping skin analysis with user data
and provides automated AI-driven skincare
product recommendations along with advice
and education in any channels and points of
engagement in both digital and physical worlds.
Revieve analyzes 83+ different points in realtime.

The AR Makeup AdvisorTM uses market-leading
AR & AI beauty technologies to provide highly
accurate product recommendations based on
selfie skin analysis. 3D AR makeup virtual try-on
allows the user to try the best matching products
on them. Our advance AR 3D Virtual Try-On
enables retailers and brands to personalize
consumer search, evaluation, and purchasing
experiences.

Enable your customers to analyze their skin
and get product recommendations in real-time
directly on your website. Accessible via desktop,
tablet or mobile in any browser. Easily deployed
across e-commerce, mobile apps, Voice
Shopping, FB Messenger, or WeChat. Quickly
deployed in any channel through our API and
SDK for building custom beauty personalization
applications.
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The S u n ca re Adv i s o r T M
The Suncare AdvisorTM allows you to provide
hyper-personalized
customer
experiences
and help your consumers discover the
optimal suncare routine for their unique
skin, environment and lifestyle. The Suncare
AdvisorTM allows your customers to connect with
suncare brands through a simple selfie. Remove
your consumers’ insecurities of choosing the
right products and improve your customer
experiences and customer engagement with
this omnichannel AI-based solution.

The Nu t r i t i o n Adv i s o r T M
By utilizing user data and the proprietary
mobile
skin
diagnostics,
The
Nutrition
AdvisorTM recommends personalized vitamin
& supplement routine. With The Nutrition
AdvisorTM, nutrition brands and retailers can
minimize the risk of the in-store assistants not
having the high-level information of all products
and the possibility of recommending products
that are not suitable for a certain consumer.

The Suncare AdvisorTM conducts an analysis of
the selfie of the user analyzing suncare relevant
factors from the face including the appearance
of dark spots, hyperpigmentation as well as
the skin tone to determine the propensity of
the user’s skin to burn in the sun. Additionally,
The Suncare AdvisorTM uncovers the users'
lifestyle and suncare preferences combined
with suncare-relevant information from the
users' environment. It then leverages Revieve’s
proprietary AI-recommendation engine to
provide personalized product recommendations
in the form of an ideal suncare routine directly
from the partner retailers or brands inventory.

Along with the selfie diagnosis, The Nutrition
AdvisorTM considers consumers’ skin type,
nutrition goals, consumption preferences,
gender, age and location, and provides a
comprehensive and unique vitamin routine in
just a minute. Additionally, the recommendations
can be further personalized with different filters,
such as soy-free, dairy-free, lactose-free and
kosher.

New Cutting Edge Solutions: The Suncare AdvisorTM & The Nutrition AdvisorTM
The Suncare AdvisorTM and The Nutrition AdvisorTM are the new additions to The Revieve's
Health - Beauty - Wellness Platform that already includes The AI Skincare AdvisorTM and The
AR Makeup AdvisorTM. These new offerings utilize Revieve’s market-leading skin diagnosis
capabilities along with an advanced AI-recommendation engine and help your customers
reach their personal health goals engagingly and innovatively. Increase your business value
with improved customer experience and customer engagement.

About REVIEVE
With headquarters in Chicago and Helsinki, Revieve pioneered “selfie” analysis and virtual try-on technology,
building business value for their retail and brand partners by creating consumer-powered experiences across
all device touchpoints—from online and in-app to in-store screens and social platforms. Together, these
innovators are reinventing shopper experiences through augmented search, education, recommendation
and purchasing journeys that are personalizing the future of commerce.

Revieve is a partner for +100 retailers and brands on four continents

https://www.revieve.com
Europe HQ: Mannerheimintie 18A, 00100 Helsinki, Finland
US HQ: Chicago Connectory, 222 W Merchandise Mart Plaza,
Suite 570, Chicago, IL 60654.

